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Aero-elastic effects on the stability and control
of aircraft designed to operate at Mach numbers
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by
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SUMARY

Aero-elastic effects on longitudinal stability and coatrol and
on lateral control are discussed. An assessment is made of the types of
deformation and associated aero-elastic phenomena that are likely to be
of most importance. The results ef calculations of the effects of fuse-
lage bending on longitudinal stability and control are given for some
typical designs and attention drawn to the need to review the present
AP.970 fuselage stiffness requirements. In dealing with the choice of
lateral control, consideration is given to devioes for reducing
distortion effects and control hinge moments and to the associated
problem of powered controls.
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I Introduotion

Apart fran the problem of flutter which will not be discussed in
this paper, the aro-elastio phenomena which have reoaived most attentim
from designers are:-

(a) wing divergence

(b) aileron reversal and the associated problem of rolling effectiveness
throughout the speed range

(c) the variatins in longitudinal stability and control due to the
effects of structural deformation.

Reference I gives a brief review of the development of the subject
up to the advent of swept wings and the achievement of high subsonic
speeds. Present day designs, for supersonic aircraft, differ radically
in geoetric layout froan the earlier aircraft and it is therefore desir-
able to consider what types of distortion are likely to be iportant for
these new designs. to assess the adequacy of existing methods of estima-
tion and, if necessary, to devise new methods.

2 Aircraft conf iurataons and flight plans

The designers of large (bomber or log-range reconnaissance)
aircraft appear to agree that the wings should have low aspect ratios of
the order 1.5-2.00 but there are differences of opinio as to whether the
planform should be triangular, or substantially unswept and moderately
tapered, or something in between. Siilrly, fighter designers agree,
for the most part. on a wing of aspect ratio of about 2.5-3.0j but once
again there is a diversity of views regarding planform.

A very long fuselage (2-3 times the wing span) of fineness ratio
about 20, is usual in projected log range aircraft and many designers
locate the horizontal control surface ahead of the ving in a canard
arrangement.

Fighter fuselage lengths are likely to be from 1.5 to 2 times the
wingspan with a fineness ratio of 12-15; tail aft, canard and tailless
(delta) designs all appear to be under consideration.

In general, tailplanes and foreplanes may be expected to have aspect
ratios of the same order as those of the respective wings.

In a long range M = 2.5 aircraft with unswept wing, the engines will
probably be concentrated in nacelles at the win&-tips, while in a delta.
deslgn they may be (partially) buried in the wings over the inboard
parts of the span. In the fighters, the engines are likel to be located
in the fuselage although some designers might favour (inboard) wing
engines.

The magnitude of a particular aero-elastio effect in a given flight
oondition depends on the combination of eivelent air speed and Uwh
number. If the maximum permissible B.A.S. can be attained at the Maoh
nuzber f or which the relevant (rigid) aeroynmia derivatives atft& their
peak values, this obinatin wi probably pueuce the dm affeot
although it will not neoessarily be eritical for the behaviaw of the

-. 3-
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(deformable) aircraft itself, since the behaviour of the ooz'esponing
rigid aircraft is a function of Mach number*. If the maxi mum permissible
E.A.S. at ground level corresponds to M 1, however, the maxi-mn aero-
elastic effect may occur at a lower .A.S. oorresponding to a transonic
Mach number at, or near, the valuxe for which the aerodynamic derivatives
peak.

Speed-height envelopes corresponding to typical flight plans for the
aircraft are shown in Fig. I. Plans I and 2 represent alternative speeds of
climb for reconnaissance or bomber aircraft. Plan 3 is typical for a
fighter aircraft. It seems improbable that the large aircraft will exceed
the flight plan speeds in normal practice, except inadvertently by a small
amount - say Y. Thus for these aircraft, the design speed height envelopes
can probably be obtained from the flight plan envelopes by increasing
speeds everywhere by 0. On the other hand, the fighters may well be
required to operate to the right of the normal flight-plan boundary ((3) in
Figure 1) below 36,000 feet. Thus for practical design purposes, the design
speed-height envelope would probably be derived from the hypothetical
flight-plan envelope (3') of Figure 1, consisting of a constant E.A.S. line
(yV z 710 knots) below 36,000 feet and a constant Mach number line (M :s 2.3)
above that height.

3 Assessment and estimation of aero-elastic effects

All the aircraft under consideration have wings of low aspect ratio
(less than 3). Because of this the wing cannot, strictly speaking, be
treated, either structurally or aerodynamically as if isolated from the
fuselage. Simple structural conceptions such as the flexural axis and
associated distributions of bending and torsional stiffness are quite
inadequate for specifying the deformation characteristics of the wing and
recourse mist be made to some form of influence coefficients. Preferably
the structural properties of the complete aircraft rather than of the wing
alone should be specified in this maner. An approso to the problem along
these lines has recently been suggested by Williams '-? . He has demostrated2

in principle how, with the aid of an automatic digital computer, a set of
structural influence coefficients can be calculated for a nerwork of spenwise
and chordwise points. For this method to be fully effective-, a set of orres-
pcmding aerodynamic influence coefficients is required which would specify
not only the characteristics of the individual components, but also their
mutual interference effects. This information is not available, but the
method is so comprehensive that it must be a powerful incentive for aero-
dynamicists to set about devising an adequate theory. The information will
be needed for three regimes of flow - subsonic, transonic and supersonic.
The need to include shock wave and boundary layer effects prcsents a serious
obstacle to the development of a theory valid in the transonic range, so
that at present we mut rely mainly an slender wing-body theory bckd Up
by such experimental information as is available. Eisting theomtesl, 5#,
give only a limited amount of data on the loading of wings at subsonic and
supersonic speeds; they require experimental verification and also need
to be extended and md.fied.7 ,8 to be more generally applioable. The use
of a digital computer will probably be necessary in this connection.

*For example in manoeuvre point comsidarations, the maximm forward shift
due to (:;; wing defwmability might oscur at maxims LA. . , asaociated
with a transonic Jach mAber, for shich a rearward movement of rigid wing
aerodynamic centre would have ocourred. The resulting menoauvre point
position would not necessarily be the most forward that could occur.

OD -4-
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Particular developments of the linear theories envisaged are the
provision of more detailed ohordwise variations of aerodynamic loing,
which will be necessary for thin wings of low aspect ratio, especially
if some form of camber is envisaged for these wings. It is probable that
the mrk of Multhopp 9 co d be suitably modified to account for the obrd-
wise variations in more detail, while the theory put forward by Wiaghardt IO
might also be developed to deal with the low aspect ratio wings of
various planf orms.

Until a method is developed which enables the integrated aaro-elastic
effects on the %hole aircraft to be sloulated, the problem must be dealt
vwth piecemeal, deriving the affect of each comonent in turn.

3.1 Effect of wing deformability

3.11 Longitudinal stability and control

Because of the low aspect ratio of the wings it may be inferred,
on the basis of past experience, that the effect of wing "elastic washout"
on longitudinal stability and control will be qite small particularly
for the larger aircraft. However, the effects of "elastic camber", which
in the past have often been ignored*, are now likely to be at least as
important as those of elastic washout and the overall effects of wing
deformability should therefore not be dismissed as negligible until
sample calculations have been made.

For the purpose of estimating such effects, information is required
about the deformation of the wing under a distributed load. This may be
supplied in several ways, one of the simplest being to express it in terms
of the deformations of a series of chordwise strips forming the wing.
A more ocnmprehensive method, which has to be used when chordwise deforma-
tions have to be taken into account, is to use a set of influence
coefficients, as mentioned earlier. In the latter form, the data are
directly applicable to calculations as outlined in Ref.3 but they are
also capable of being presented in forms which may be more suitable to
the other methods of calculating aero-elastic effects. The information
may, for instance,be converted to the form used by Broadbent in Ref. 12
and then the wing loading problem may be solved, allowing only for
elastic washout, by any method applicable to the planform and Maoh ntmber
under consideration. To the references already given we may add 13, 14
and 15 subsonic), 16 (supersonic flow with wing leading edges subsonic)

17 applioable in principle to subsonic and supersonic flow).

The loading of the wing with elastic washcut may now be used, in
conjunction with the original set of structural influence coeffioients,to
obtain a first approximation to the distribution of elastic oamber,
whose effect on the wing loading can then be found, using a -suitable
method (e.g. Multhopp two ohordwise point solution for subsonic oonditions9 ).
An iterative process could be employed to refine the estimate.

It should be remembered, when investigating the effect of wing
deformability on (say) the manoeuvre point, to include not only the
direct effect on the wing aerodynamic oentre, but also the ohanges in
fuselage and tailplane contributions to mmoeuvring stability, resulting
from the wing elastic yvashout snd camber. (See for instanoe Ref.11 Part 11).

* But see Ref. 11 where Fingado and Taylor have er-ivd approximh foamlAe

for oalculating elastic canber and its effect on meoeuvre point.

-5-
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Account should also be taken of inertial loads due to diatributed or
concentrated weights in the wing. In this oconeotion wing-tip engines
might produce important effects.

3.12 Lateral control

The importance of wing deformation in relation to lateral control
probably does not diminish with decreasing aspect ratio as rapidly as it
does for longitudinal stability, and a reasonably accurate assessment of the
effect of wing deformation on rolling performance must certainly be made.
In general, cnsiderations of wing flutter or aileron reversal determine
the wing weight 18 (wing divergence is usually less important) and therefore
the problem of aileron reversal must be considered at an early stage of the
design.

In passing, it should be mentioned that the requirementsin rolling
performenare of the new fighters and bombers do not appear to be well
defined. Some clarifioation of these requirements would be most useful,
and would provide guidance in the selection of the type of lateral control
i.e. trailing edge flap aileron, all-moving tip, spoiler or some combination
of these.

mThere are several methods 12 1 9 2 0 2 1 '22 '2 3 available for calculating
aileron reversal speeds, and one attempt has been made to put the results
in chart f' m2 3 thus giving a rapid method of estimating the reversal speed
for a given oonfiguration. All these methods have serious limitaions
resulting from the simplifications introduced in order to obtain the
structural deformations and the aerodynamo loading.

A marked advance has recently been made by Broadbent*, applying the
aerodynamit% information available from MulthoppY to the problem of aileron
reversal, using semi-rigid theory. The first four modes of distortion
were taken into account; the number can of course be increasedp but at a
greatly increased cost in computing time. This method allows for the
effects of distortion on the spanwise loading of the wing, but no ohordwise
distortions were considered. It is probable that an extension of Multhopr's
theory, allowing for dhordwise lo&Ang changes, could be fitted into the
existing method provided the structural data were available for the wing,
but the computational labour might increase prohibitively.

For supersonic flow, some work has recently been done at the NDA2

on a rectangular planform using linearised lifting surface theory. This
has been simplified in a later paper 2 5 and extended nominally to cover
swept-back wings, Chordwise deformations are neglected.

These methods are logical extensions of existing techniques, using
more sophisticated aerodynsmic data, and allowing for the effects of distor-
tions on these data, but they are a long step fram the approach of reference 3
which has been discussed in Para. 3.11 and which is equally applicable to
the problem of aileron reversal.

3.2 Effect of tail-plane or fore-plane defor~mbility

Because, like the wings, the tailplanesor fore-planes of the new
aircraft are going to be of small aspect ratio, their defom ability is not

* This work has not yet been published (September 1955). Our thanks are
due to Mr. Broadbent for letting us see his caloulation at such an
early stage.

-6-
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likely to be of gruat signifioanoe in considerations of stability and
control. We should not, perhaps, dismAiss the effect as congaetely
negligible, without making some representative oaloulations. The essential
aero-elastio problem here is exactly the same as for the wings and must
be tackled by similar methods.

3.3 Effect of fuselage deformability

The distortion of the long slender fuselage, which is a prominent
feature of many of the aircraft to be considered, is likely to give rise
to the most serious effects on longitudinal stability and control.

Bending of the various portions of the fuselage will, of course,
influence the lift and pitching nmient contributions of the fuselage
itself and also the various contributions due to the interference with wing
and tailplane/foreplane. In view of the difficulty and uncertainty of
estimating these contributions, even for the rigid aircraft, it is doubtful
whether any worth-while attempt can be made to estimate the relevant
deformability effects. It is, however, as well to remember the exiatence
of such effects when attempting to account for any apparent disorepEnoies
that may be found to exist between calculations and experimental results
when an aircraft flies.

A more serious effect, but one which is more amerAble to approximte
calculation, arises from the change in effective tail-plane or fore-plane
setting, (relative to the wing) due to bending of that part of the
fuselage lying between the wing and tail-plane/fore-plane root attachments.

A qualitative survey of this effect applicable to the conventional
tail-aft lay-out is given by Lyon and Ripley in section 3.30 of Ref.26
and Campion also discusses it in Ref.27. For such a lay-out, the effect
of fuselage bending is to reduce the tail-plane setting by an amount
proportional to the upload on the tail and thus to reduce the effectiveness
of the tail unit when functioning either as a fixed stabilizing surface or
as a movable control surface, (i.e. ki, " * are both reduced progressively
as speed increases, although Al/A2 remains unchanged).

The manoeuvre margin Hn is reduced progressively as speed increases,
while the control angle per 'gt is reduced by an amount which is indepen-
dent of speed for a given e.g. position.

The static margin Kn is given approximately by

dii

where the slope of the trim curve (-2- is unaffected by fuselage bending

if Cm  0 a . In that case (assuming d- < 0 for the rigid airraft)

K%, will decrease due to fuselage bending tbeoau"e k2 decreases) but

"2 will here be used to denote tailplane/foreplane lift slope with

respeot to contral deflection whether the oontrl is an elevator or
an all-uaving tailplane. (Note that in general, in the latter oase,
A 2 *Al).

-7-
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cannot become negative. If, however, m < 0, bending of the fuselge

will have an increasingly destabilizing effect on trim curve slope as the
dl 0

speed increases so that - may even become positive. Thus the static
dL

margin Kn will deorease more rapidly with increasing speed than in the

0% = 0 case and may become negative.

In a canard arrangement, the effect of fuselage bending is to increase
the f oreplane setting by an amount proportional to the up load on the fore-
plane, and thus to increase A1 and A4. Since, in the expression for
manoeuvre margin, the main contribution (excluding rotary damping) due to
the foreplane is of negative sign (destabilizing) and since this contribution
is proportional to A,, it follows that the manoeuvre margin is reduced by
fuselage bending, as in the case of the conventional (tail-aft) lay out.
Control angle per Igt is again reduced by an amount mhioh is independent of
speed for a given ot g. position.

The static margin Kn will still be given by equation (i) if V is taken
to be negative for a fore-plane. The slope of the trin curve (d-dL) ,

which will now be positive for stability, will again be unaffected by fuse-
lage bending if Cm - 0, so that since 2 has increased, F% will have

increased as the result of fuselage bending. If, however, Po < 0 there

will be required on the foreplane an upload which increases with speed.
Since, in the presence of a flexible fuselage, this would lead to an
increment in effective foreplane setting which also increased with speed,
it follows that the control angle to trim with a flexible fuselage must be
less than that required with a rigid fuselage, by an awmut which increases
as the speed increases, i.e. as CL decreases. Thus the positive (stabilizing)
slope of the trim curve against OL will be increased by fuselage bending.
With A also increasing, Kn will increase more rapidly with increasing speed
than in the Cm0 = 0 case.

In following the analysis of Ref.26 it should be noted that compressi-
bility effects, which in practice will always be present as well as structural
deformability effects, have not been explicitly considered, although as
Campion 2 7 points out, the formulae deduced for Ail/a, A2/a 2 etc. allowing

for fuselage bending, may be applied quite generally if a I , a2 etc. are inter-

preted as the values of A,, A etc. when compressibility and any distortion
effects other than fuselage bending are included.

In studying the behaviour of the static margin in the presence of both
compressibility and structural deformability it may help to use the generalized
expressc. for Yn:-

1. am 2a0)

-- (2)

-8-
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introuooed in Ref.280. Here the dependenoe of Oup OR on speed Ir virtue
of both -ompressibility and deformability effects, is , .. o'lt'
recognised by the inclusion of the terms in M and 8 respeotively, whore
M is the Mach number and 8 is a proposed "Aero-elastio nunber" which,
like li, is directly proportional to speed and which involves some elastic
oharacteristic of the airframe. Provided C and 0. (or %L, in oases where
OR r" ) can be expressed analytically or graphically as functions of &,
M and'4 over the significant ranges of these parameters, it is a straight-
forward matter to evaluate K., although if some of the derivatives have
to be obtained graphically, the estimate may be somewhat inaccurate.

Rough estimates of the effeots of fuselage bening on longitudinal
stability have been made for some typical designs of large supersonio
aircraft employing the canard layout. The fuselage fineness ratios
varied between 15 and 21 while the wing planforms were representative of
the widely differing types that might be advocated for such aircraft.
The values of the fuselage flexibility factor kf (Rotation of tail-
plane/foreplane chord relative to wing chord due to unit load applied at
the tailplane/foreplane) required to apply the methods of Ref.26 to the
oom;tation ofZ 71a etc. were supplied by Structures Department, L4A.B.
This factor kf is r6lated to the fuselage vertical stiffness IfI involved

in the AP.970 2 9 Stiffness Criterion, by the equation

I kf.

where Z, the tail arm, is defined 29 as the distance between the wing
root quarter chord point and the elevator hinge line. This definition
is unrealistic when applied to supersonic design, especially so for
highly swept delta wings, and alternative definitions had to be adopted
to suit the individual geometries.

The values of the AP.970 criterion as estimated lay between 0,06
and 0.09, whereas thL minfam required value is 0.12. The maximan
values of A1/8 1 (= A2/a 2 ) lay between 1.4 and 1.8 and the oorresponding

losses in manoeuvre margin, AN., were between 0.09 mad 0.I4, the upper
of which values is somewhat exaessive while the lower is perhaps mergnal.

It mast be stressed that these are typical designs. Since the
oriterion is proportional to the square root of the stiffness, the weight
increases required to make the designs satisfy the present requirements
would be prohibitively large. Neverthele"s it would seem desirable to
aim at a value of 0.09 for the oriteris to keep the fuselage bending
within reasonable bounds.

It is clear tat the AP.970 requirement needs revision, as regards
both the definition of the criteraio, in relatim to sApersonic designs,
and the minimim value which is to be achieved.

Natimates were also made of the effect of fuselage deformation on
static margi. In mne of the worst oae,at a 1.25 and V a 600 knots

, (Pla . ) n ireased due to deomation from.1 to about
0.35. It wa alul ated that due to fuselage baning the incrmental

T Ti in Raynolds mber R are atted as being of no aig ilfioane in
the present context.
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control plane deflection required to produce a 10% change of speed (from

600 knots) would be increased from 0.380 to 0.660.

4 Effects on dynamic lonaitudimnal stability

Consideratior. should be given to the question of including deforma-
bility effects in dynamic stability investigations. To include such effects
directly means, that in setting up the equations of disturbed longitudinal
motion, one or more freedoms, corresponding to the more important structural
flexibility modes, must be admitted in addition to the rigid aircraft
freedoms usually oonsidered. In Ref.30 the freedom associated with a flex-
ible wing mode was intoduced, as was also the case in Refe31, which deals
with the gust response problem. For aircraft of the type that we have been
considering, it seems possible that the fuselage bending mode might be more
important than the wing mode. A formulation of the dynamical equations
for an aircraft with flexible fuselage (represented by a single semi-r.gid
bending mode) is given by Duncan in Ref.32, where it is shown that the
determinantal equation for the free motion is a sextic. Duncan also shows
that if the rigid aircraft frequencies are sufficiently small conpared
with the lowest natural frequency of the structure involving distortion of
the type considered, the characteristics of the aircraft stability modes
may be obtained with reasonable accuracy from the standard equations,
providd that the aerodynamic derivatives are modified to allow for deforma-
bility (and compressibility) on a quasi-steady basis. McLaughlin, in Ref.30,
makes a comparison between results obtained by this and other simplified
methods on the one hand and by the direct method on the other. Although
the quasi-static approach appeared to yield a good approximation in some
cases, agreement between results obtained by this method and by the direct
method in other oases was poor.

Further exploratory investigations of this type are needed to establish
the circumstances in which such simplified methcds can be satisfactorily
applied to the estimation of the short period longitudinal stability
characteristios of the coming generation of supersonic aircraft.

5 Lonitudinal stability and control - General Discussion

The most important aero-elastic effect on longitudinal stability and
control of the type of aircraft under consideration will probably be that
due to fuselage bending. The effects of wing and tailplane/foreplane
distortions should be small; however some sample calculations are desir-
able to ocnfirm this.

The results of sow calculations on typical oonfiguraticns of large
supersonic aircraft suggest that the effect of fuselage bending is quite
considerable and that allowance should be made for it in all stability and
control estimates. Only comprehensive oalculations, incorporating both
compressibility and deformability effects, and covering the entire range of
operating conditions, can provide a satisfactory basis for deciding, in a
particular case, whether the effects of fuselage bending can be tolerated
or whether the fuselage stiffness should be modified.

In this connection, consideration might be given to the possibility
of counteracting an undesirably large fuselage bending effect by an approxi-
mately equal, but opposite, effect due to elastic washout of the foreplam.
This would necessitate using a foreplanw of fairly high .axpeot ratio and
sweepback. Such a promedure could make possible a considerable weight sav-
ing, but would depend f r its suooess on the designer's ability to oalculate
accurately the large separate effects of fuselage bending and foreplane
elastic washout.

-10-
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6 Lateral control - Aeneral

No discussion of aero-elastic effeuts on lateral control is complete
without some consideration being given to means of alleviating the
distortions due to the trailing edge flap type control and also of
alternatives to this control.

The suitability of any proposed form of lateral control must be
assessed from several points of view: the purely aerodynamic (effective-
ness and control forces Ahen associated with a rigid wing), the aero-
elastic, and the engineering. Although the concern of the paper is
primarily with aero-elastio problems it is not advisable when attempting
tc decide an the optimuzn form of control to divorce the aero-elastic
considerations from the remainder. In particular, some thought must be
given to the question of aerodynamic balancing of controls and to the
related problems of powered controls.

6.1 Types of lateral control

There are three main types of lateral control: trailing edge flap
aileron, all-moving tip aileron and spoilerbetween which there are
considerable variations in aerodynamic properties. Although the moving
tip control looks the most attractive from the aerodynamic and aero-
elastic points of view, the engineering difficulties associated with
taking loads through a single bearing may tell against it. The spoiler,
to be effective at incidence, usually requires the wing to be vented, which
means cutting slots in the surface of the Aing, a measure to be avoided
unless the slots can be cut in a position where they will not affect the
structural properties of the wing. These difficulties may force the use
of the more conventional trailing edge flap ailerons with their adverse
aero-elastic effects.

Another solution may be to go to a trailing edge flap control with
a large horn balance; this is a compromise which might enable a reduction
to be made in hinge moments while at the same time making it possible to
take the aileron loads into the wing in a conventional manner.

6.2 Lerodyusmio balancing of controls

At subsonic speeds several devices are available for the reduction
of control hinge moments. They include inset tabs, horn balances and
set-back hinge lines. At transonic speeds most of these devices detract
more from the control effectiveness available than at subsonic speeds and
are of questionable value..

It is difficult to calculate theoretically the effects of these
devices at supersonic speeds because they are either placed at the
trailing edge in the thickest part of the boundary layer or depend upon
interference effects between the tab and the main control, or are influenoed
by shook waves or sudden expansions. They may also present an engineering
problem, and their effect upon control flutter would have to be inveatigate.&

Same experimental work has been done by the IAOA3 3 ' 3 1 ' 5 ' 3 6 M
various tab devices and also set-back hinges at transonic and supersonio
speeds. So far, the results have not been very encouraging. Some teats
on paddle bal-moes35 are very interesting, but the drag penalty would
appear to be high. The effectiveness of these devices appears to be
limited to fairly small ranges of control deflection and inoidence.

- 11 -
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6.3 Powered controls

There are to problems here (i) the strength and thus the weight of
the jacks required to deflect the controls and (ii) the power requirements.

If the controls were designed in the first place to minimize both
requirements the all moving tip would appear to be tho best solution. But
if the control is given, anything that can be done to reduce the hinge moments
should be beneficial to the first, but may not be to the second, because
to obtain the same rolling effectiveness for reduced hinge moment usually
rLmcires a larger deflection of the control. The deflection work given by

bf* f2 ChId\ 5 7() + f h 573
0 0

is a useful criterion for the amount of energy required to be supplied to
the power control system. How quickly the deflection Qf the control is
effected will govern the power requirements of the control system.

It is possible that for some aircraft, the power requirements will
be fixed by the response at low speed. i.e. by the landing and take-off case.
Here we may require a quick response, and it will necessitate the maximum
deflecticn of the antrols in a short time. The problem of power require-
ments is discussed in more detail in a paper by Hadeke137. The high E.A.S.
requirement on control effectiveness may well fix the jack sizes and also
the wing weight. The criterion at all speeds should preferably be
based on the response of the aircraft to control deflection, which will
call for high rates of defleution of the controls.

7 Conclusions and Recomendations

For the type of supersonic aircraft considered in this note,bending
of the fuselage seems likely to prove the most important type of structural
defarmation affecting longitudinal stability and control. The AP.970
requirements for fuselage stiffness should be reviewed since, in their
present form, they are not strictly applicable to supersonic aircraft,
and the minimum value demanded for the vertical stiffness criterion is
likely to prove unattainable. It should be noted that whereas with a tail-
aft layout, fuselage bending reduces 2,the reverse is the case for a
canard arrangement. The designer of a canard'aircraft must therefore
reckon with increased control effectivenees at high E-..S. near M = 1,
where the controllability of the rigid aircraft would already be at its most
sensitive.

Because of the low aspect ratios to be used, deformability of the
wings and tailplane/foreplane is not likely to produce very serious effects
on longitudinal stability and control. However, some sample calculations
should be made, investigating in particular the effects of elastic canber
and elastic washout. The deformability of the wing will still have important
effects on lateral control.

'A general method of solution for calculating these aero-elastio
effects has been suggested by Williams, who has also given a suitable method
for obtaining the structural information, but as yet no general method is
available whereby the aerodynamic information applicable to current aircraft
designs at subsonic and supersonic speeds can be obtained. Pressure plotting
would be essential to obtain the necessary aerodynamic informtion at

- 12-
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transonic speeds. An effort should be made to develop the necessary
aerodynamic theory.

Until the comprehensive method is fully developed use has to be
made of some of the existing methods,which are adequate for the present,
provided the basic structural and aerodynamic information can be obtained
to the requisite degree of accuracy.

Further exploratory investigations are necessary to establish whether
approximate methods (e.g. the quasi-steady approach using derivatives
modified for deformability effects) will suffice for determining the short
period dynamic stability characteristics of the new aircraft or whether
when setting up the equations of motion, degrees of freedom corresponding
to the more important flexibility modes should be introduced as well as
the usual rigid aircraft freedoms.

Despite theiraeroelastic disadvantages, trailing edge flap ailerons
may have to be employed for lateral control. Devices for reducing the hinge
moments of such controls may be suggested on the basis of subsonic
experience, but they are not very amenable to theoretical treatment
transonically or supersonically, and experimental evidence would be
necessary for their evaluation.

- 13-
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LIST Cr 87MOIB

A,1, A2  - 81 respeotively

0 M

0 h oontrol hinge moment ooeffioient

OL  aircraft lift ooefficient

aLT tailplane lift coefficient

airoraft pitohing nnent coefficient

o value of at a 0
0

Caircraft resultant force ooeffioient

Pf fusolage vertioal stiffness defined in Ref. 29

H stiok-fixed manoeuvre margin

AHm  increment in m due to deformability

Kn  stik-fixed statio margin

M Mach number

8, ST wing area, tail- or fore-plane area

S tST
tail- or fore-plane volume ratio, -

VE  equivalert airspeed oorresponding to flight oondition

under consideration

aero-elastio umber (Ref. 28)

a1 , a2  values Of A1, A2 when they are independent of 8 (but not
neoessarin of M)

bf control surfaoe span

o wing mean chord

;f mean aerodynamic ohord of portion of control behind binge line

kf fuselage flexibility factor (tef.26)

11 tail- (fore-) plane arm; positive for tailplane, neaptive for
foreplane

a tail- (fore-) plane root inoidenoo

10 longitudinal oontrol deflection

lteral oontrol W2otion (dee )
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